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PROLOGUE
The project described in this report was selected. to fulfill
the graduate practicum required by the School of Social Work, Portland
State University. A group of three students from PSU worked on this
project.

Two had field placements at Sal.em Area. Family Counseling

and the third had previously been employed by the agency.
We want to thank members of Salem Area. Family Cwnseling for
their invitation to involve their agency as a project focus.

Agency

staff members were available and interested in the project process
and results.

We also wish to acknowledge those individuals who shared the

record-keeping systems of their agencies, specificallya

Leigh

Anderson,. Elahan Center for Mental Health; Jess Armas, Community
Counseling; Terri Swan, Yamhill County Mental Health Agency; Jim
Hardison, State Mental Heal th Division; and Jenny Steward, Lutheran
Family

Services.

Our special appreciation is addressed to Nancy Koroloff, our
advisor during this project.

She provided much guidance and remained

supportive throughout its duration.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Project Overview

In recent years the social service field has incorporated progra.m evaluation.

In this time of accountability, funding sources

want te know what they are buying. As they respond to this re--

quirement, agencies often discover that they have been living with archaic record-keeping systems. Systems which are cumbersome, or do not
collect needed information have become the focus for change.
Originally, the agency requested the authors to conduct an
opinion survey among counseling clients regarding the services
given thea.

However, questions about, the utility of such a survey

and discussions with the prograa director and executive director,

proapted the authors te broaden this goal.

Ultimately:, the authors

and the agency representatives contracted for the improvement of the

agency r,ecord-keeping systea. This system could then be expanded
to collect and pmduce process and outcome informtion. A brief

description of the setting in which the project took place follows.
Context Within Which the Pro _ject Occurred.
The context overview includes, first, information about the

agency, Sa.lea Area Faaily Counseling Service (SAFCS), second, about
the catcbaent area from which it draws clients, and third, about the
people it serves.

The time perspective fro• which this is written

-
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is November, 1977, when the project began.
Salem Area Family Counseling Service is a small, private, non-

profit agency, l•cated within walking distance of downtown Salem.
It vaa begun in 1965 by a group of citizens, both professional and

lay people, who felt that Salem needed a non-denomnational alternative to ether counseling services available within the city. Fina.ncing came fros donations, United Way, and client fees.

The

agency has expa.nded services since that time, and now offers pro-

grams in two distinct areas•

counseling for individuals, couples,

and families (the area in which the project took place)a ani a heme-

maker service.

The two program areas funtion 1nd.epemently of one

another, with the only duplication of staff being provided by the
executive director and the program director, who oversee both areas.
The staffing pattern in the counseling program in November, 1977 is
shown in Figure. 1. Although the pattern. appears hierarchical, informally the process is familial.

The executive director, the pro-

gram director, and one of the clerical staff had been employed by the

agency for several years•

The remainder of the staff had been with

the agency less tlan six months.

There were both pa.rt-time and full-

time eaployees.
The goal of the services provided in the counseling program at
that time was
to enhance the me~tal and emotional well-being of persons
suf:f"ering stress by providing prof esaional counseling services.
The purpose of counseling will be to alleviate and/or eliminate
such stress (United Way Budgets 1978).
'!be theoretical base from which this service is offered relies
strongly on transactional analysis as a method of diagnosis, a treat-

·-
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Figure 1.

1

Organizational chart of Family Counseling Services
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ment strategy,

am

a coDonly shared jargon.

This perspective on

human problems does not support direct intervention in a client's
environaent, but rather supperts helping the individual to increasingly take responsibility for the choices which affect his or her
life• The client is not seen as a passive recipient of circuasta.nces,
but as an active participant who has the power to mold his or her

own lifestyle (Jaaea and Jongeward, 1973).
Staff at the agency are not limited to transactional analysis,
and alternative approaches vary with the 1Dlividual therapist. A

commonality of all is iDiividual, rather than enviromaenta.l, change.
Froa this perspective, counseling staff offer individual, couple,
faaily and group therapy.

Clients are usually seen on a weekly or

bi-weekly basis.
Funding for this service comes fro• the United Way, the City

of Salem, Marion County, and fees generated froa a sliding fee scale.
Ea.ch of the fuming sources designates a specific clientele, purchases a certain nwnber of hours of service, and requires particular

descriptive information•
The catchment area from which agency clients are drawn is composed Gf Marion, Polk, and Yuhill counties.
•jor population center.

It bas Sale• as its

Thirty-six percent of the 220 1 000 residents

in the tri-county area live within the city limits.

There is & wide

cross-section of education, income, ani employment. The city of
I

Salem itself ranks within the top three in the state for nwaber of
persons receiving public assistance, yet also cl.&ims
aent employees.

24,ooo

govern-

The area has informally been. · dubbed "conservative".

I
I

.I
I
I
I

t•
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l

•
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(Statistical Data Base, 1978).
Descriptive information a.bout the exact nature of clients served
in November, 197?, was not easily available.

Observation suggested that

they are pred.omi.na.ntly female, adult, individuals. A large proportion
of

clients were known to reside within the city limits.
The interplay of these elements - the existence of the agency

within a conservative community environment, recent staff turnover;
well-defined, shared, theoretica.J. perspective on human problems1 multiple
funding sources - formed a complex context within which the project
occurred.
Organization of the Report

The following report will describe the derivation of the project objective and the process involved in its illpleaentation.

The

resulting record-keeping system will also be described and compared.

to the system prior to the project. Four phases of activity a.re
discussed.

The first is clarification of focus.

The second is

examination of the current information systea, researching alternatives and suneying relevant litemture.

The thixd is formulation

and presentation of the relevant parts of the infor-.tion gathered
to the staff

of SAFCS

for decision-making.

The fourth is im-

plementation and following up that desision. A description of those
phases of activity follows.

l

l

H

l

l

fill• t l l

CHAPTER II

rocusnu
The interval between the original request for an opinion survey
and the finalized project objective was spent gathering information
and clarifying agency needs.

Initial investigation of' the agency

suggested that records were maintained, but data wa.S difficult to
collect, and. mu.ch of what was collected

was

not utilized.

The

authors based this assessment upon unstructured observation and

their own use of the client files which showed the records kept to
be inadequate in accurately describing clients served.
Since the authors questioned. the ability of an opinion survey to
produce useful information without an adequate description of

client~,

modification in the basic descriptive information available seemed.
desirable.
Discussions with the agency staff and a respected consultant
in program evaluation encouraged the authors to
of the project.

exp1.nd

the purpose

Further discussions with the executive director

and prograa director about their information needs clarified the focus.

Prominent among mmgement concerns was accountability to external
funding agencies.

Fach funding agency requested.

about who SAFCS served.

·rreq~ent

reports

These requests pl.aced special dema?Jds upon

SAFCS's record-keeping system.

While the management expressed the political appeal of an opinion

Ill!.
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survey, they noted that the results would have questionable impact
upon decisionmakers (Hagedorn, 1976, P• 232). Such surveys are
consistently biased in a positive direction and because they do not
specify input, they are seldom used.

Ul tillately, they hoped to gen-

erate a statement 1.Micating the value of their service to SAFCS
clients which could serve to support requests for increased. funds
for program expansion.

The focus of the project then beca.e to pre-

sent options from which SAFCS could pursue evaluative activity.
Though· open to all options, the authors were charged with the
task of recommending a systea that the agency staff would implement.

This invited evaluative activities that were not merely good approaches
to evaluation, but feasible as well. Unique features ef the agency

which influenced this were its informal structure and decisionmald.ng; its philosophy and approach toward clients, resources in

tim.e, staff,
activity.

s.m

moneyJ and the existing approach to evaluative

It was essential to gain a comprehensive umersta.nding

of SAFCS 1n order to develop an approach to evaluation.

.. l l ..

l.

l

.

~

. u

.

ll~. l~

CHAPTER III
RESFARCHIID
The second phase of the project consisted of a detailed examina.tien of SAFCS information systea, gathering information from
other agencies with sillilar functions,

am

a search of relevant lit-

erature.
Agenc;r Informa.tion System
For the purpose of study, the information system was viewed from
three aspects1

the means used to collect the data; the operation

of the system1 and the content of the data collected. Several tasks
were performed. to arrive at a thorough picture of the information system, these werea

1. An appraisal of data that was both available at the agency and
pertinent to clients.
2.

An examination of all files on cur.rent clients.

3• Interviews

~f all

staff from the secretary to the director

about any imepement or private records kept.

The interviews in-

quired. into the staff understanding about the workings of the information

system..

4. An inspection of the fee
.5~

am

billing system•

An examine.tion of represent&tive sa.aples of tb9 reports made

to organizations providing funds to SAFCS.
The data collection system overview is graphically presented in

••
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•

l

l

l

l
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Figure 2a

Thia infor-.tion is presented. in flow chart fashion to make clear

the"operation of the recol.'d.-keeping system and the relationship
of it.a components.

The means of collecting data were divided into

the following collJOnentse
Appointme~t

Books

All appointaents for agency staff were re-

corded in the large book, noting the na.me of the client and therapist.
A

no~tion

adjacent to the name indicated the appointment sta.tus "cc"

called and. cancelled; "ns" - no show.

A waiting list was maintained

on the front sheet of each month's record.
The appointment book served to verify previous contact with

clients•

It also was used as a couunication network for sta.f'f. For

instance, a meeting might be called by merely blocking out a specified
hour for all staff by writing in the page "staffing".
Application Forma

{a reduced copy is presented in Figure 3)

The upper portion of this ·form was completed. by the client on the
first appointment with help from the receptionist.

The type of in-

formation gathered remained essentially unchanged during the client's
contact with the agency,
date,

e~g.,

M.lle, highest grade completed, birth

address~

Fees were 'tased upon the inform.tion given
fees were reco:cded upon the application form.

by the client

am

the

.Billing information

and any demographic information was ga.the:r:ed from the top portion
of this sheet.

In the lower portion of the application form the thera-

pist recorded the client situation, client goals, diagnosis, mode of
intervention, history, etc. Continuous recording could begin in this

l

l

Figure 2.

Information System, November 1977

-t---------J Appoin~~~t llOOk
Client
Service
Card

Billing Card

Man~hly

Therapists'
Monthly
Summary

j

Billing

Application Form

CLI

Oregon State

Client Situation

Client Progress

Mental
Health Div.

Monthly
Agency
Summary

Monthly/Quarterly/Annual
Reports to Ext~
Agency

I-'
0
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l
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l

l
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Figure 3.

Application Form (reduction)
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section or on the reverse side of the sheet.

The manner in which

this section was completed, &lld its content, were highly imividualized.
Questions located in the lower third of the page were not filled out.
CLI1

This multi-page fora was used to report to the State Mental

Heal th Division~

The state informa.tion system was automa. ted.

The

form collected demographic informtion on each client while coded in
such a way to insure the client •·s right to confidentiality. At the
time of opening a.nd closing, each case therapist who coapleted the entire
form was asked to JlWllerically rank the severity of possible presenting problea on & scale of 1-4. For instance, nuaber J by a.J.coholism
would 1.ndicate a high degree of involvement with alcohol for this client.
All inforu.tion was combined at the county level.

SAFCS had no

access to this statewide system of mental health information.
Billing Ca:rd1

Information was taken from the application form

pertinent to the process of sending a bill, e.g., address.
ca.xd was maintained by the receptionist who

This

was responsible for

billing clients. o.
Client Service Card.a

Ea.ch therapist •intained a 3x5 cal.'d for

ea.ch client contact they had made during & month.

The information col-

. lected was .D&llle, length of the contact, and na. tun of the contact.
Client Monthly Activity Report1

Irrforation taken.from the indi-

vidual service cards was coapiled monthly for each client and recorded
on one page of the therapist's log book.
froa the application form, either upper

Other information gathered
0%

lower portion, might in-

clude such social imicator information as whether the client was a

female head of a household•

I

l

ll

l

l

l

I

lHl
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A1eney Monthly Ag1;irtt7

Be~rta

The executive director and

the receptionist aggregated the client monthly activity reports.
The areas of content were based upon the latest request for information
froa thfl9 funding agencies.

Some items included in this report weret

mmber of new and continued clients, racial ba.ckgro um, below
poverty

level.

The items found through these means of collection wexe categorized
by the authors into two general typesa

demcg.ra.phic and client situation.

In Figure 4 is a coaprehensive listing of each itea type gathered
at the time of the initial survey.

The designations of Type I and

II correspond to the demographic and client situation data respectively.
These designations were developed to illustrate to the staff ~the
distinction among the various data collected.
In practice the operation of this information system presented
many barriers to collection, storage and retriva.l.

Describing these

probleu along the division of Type I and II ·categories (as designate:t
in Figure 4) parallels the 'planning and implementing of modifications
adopted in later phases of the project.
The Type I data listing demographic ite11S were taken exclusively
from the application form.

This retrieval process presented several

difficulties for the staff as they completed reports.

The format

of the application form did not fit the needs of staff for gathering

information.

For instance,

i f it became necessary to report the number

of clients of 6.;t- yea.rs of age, the lack of birthda.te and age information
became an insurmountable obstacle.
The language used on the form, and the la.you. t of questions on the
page, contributed to difficulties for clients in umerstanding the

------·
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Figure 4. Data gathered at Salena area Family Counseling Service
November, 197?
T:ype Ia

Demographic

Name
Address

Telephone nwaber
Source of appointment
Birthdate
Birth place
Race
Religion
Citizenship
Resident Status
F.ducation
Other household aeabers,
ages

Occupation
Em])loyer
Income
Marriage Date
Mari ta.l Status
Incoaing Status

Trpe IIt Assessment a.nd Process
Related
Soae form of intake assessment
CLI Assessment a (~ept on State
Mental Health Clients)
Rankings of Involvements
Suicide
Aggression
Job Involvement
School Involvement
Homemaking
Family

Anti-Social
Friend or peer
Thought Process
Physical Symptoms
Affect
Marital
Drug

Alcohol

Counselor

Termination Assessments

Hours spent with each client
Hours spent with ea.ch type
Hours cancelled
Hours for crisis
Hours spent in counseling
support activities

Coded disposition showing improve•
ments/or nonillproveaent

Sources of Funding, Amounts
Low Income Clients
Female-headed households
Block Grant Area Clients

Assessaent on each of the above
areas showing illprovement or
nonillproveaent
Random :progress notes

Termination dates, possible
·atateaent

S\lllll&ry

l

~--Ul•ltmBl

l

ll l ll
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form.

The receptionist reported clients frequently requested assistance

to complete the application form because they did not know how to interpret some of the questions.

One such question was an inquiry into the

person or agency who referred the client.-to SAFCS, stated as .. source
of application," it can be noted that the intent of the question is
ambiguous.

The forma.t of the request for information about education

and employment seemed to contribute to clients' incomplete responses

in these areas.
The information categorized as Type II, assessment and process
related da.ta, was collected in the lower section of the a pplica.tion

form where blank space allowed for therapists to describe in an
unprescribed manner the clients' situation, presenting pro'blem, plan
or approach, and the clients' responses to the intervention.
amount of room provided,allowed for only minimal recording.

The small
The lack

of structure provided for in the space contributed to the problem of
nonuniform collection of data.
The survey of the client files revealed that the therapists had
~ot

included notations about..~the different facets of contact w1 th

clients in any consistent, comparable or comprehensive manner.
areas addressed in each file varied.

The

For example, 1t was the practice

of the agency to 1nsist·::upon the clients• involvement in setting the
direction of therapy.

Yet information about this involvement was

recorded only sporadically.
The language also contributed to this_lack .of clarity ef recorded
information.

The terminology employed at SAFCS to depict clients'

c"ircwasta.nces originated from the staffs' shared conceptual framework,
Transactional Analysis.

This theory base does provide a diagnostic

-----------·-··· -

-~··-----

-
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nosology for

stu~y

a.nd analysis.

However, in clinical practice the

staff used tne terminology as a shorthand..

The descriptions the staff

gave of the circumstances of clients were often a few sentences in length
and sometilles merely a few words or diagrams.

This practice by staff

left the reader with the experience of no objective comparable
description from one case to another, from one point in time in a
client's contact with the agency to another, and from one therapist to
another. Also, frequently lacking in the client file was information
which specified the mode of therapy the client-"· was engaged in, even
though several

modes

were available and clients did transfer from' :one

to another.
As mentioned earlier, the agency staff had no agreed upon

procedures for recording either at intake, or for the maintenance of
a continuing record of
agency.

clie~t

progress while in therapy at the

The findings of the survey of client files were that recording

was not done at regular reporting periods and in many cases had not
been done froa the time of· intake.
In summary, the examination of available data and practices
relating to collecting data suggest that the ma.in problem areas weres
lack of uniform data; an application form that was difficult to complete;
inaccuracy in information on the application form; la.ck of regular
reporting periods about client progress; insufficient description of
clients' circul'llSta.nces; and inconsistent coverage of various aspects
of clients' situation.
Other Agencies
In order to gather information a.bout procedures for maintaining

.

11

.

... u

!
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data about clients in use at other mental health agencies, interviews
were scheduled at Yamhill County Mental Heal th Clinic in McMinnville, and
Elaha.n Mental Health Clinic in Vancouver, which had broad data bases, and
client goal-oriented recording processes1 at Lutheran Family Services, in
Portland, which had a comparable theoretical l:a.se for treatment; and ·
at Community Counseling Service in Salem, the
comparable in service provision to SAFCS.

only'~other

agency in Salem

The interviews included exam-

ination of dummy client files, data. tallying procedures, and convel.'Sations
with clerical, counseling, am, when employed, evaluation staff.

Some

tentative conclusions based on input from staff at these agencies, and
examination of their procedures werea
l.

The type of demographic data. gathered on clients was

essentially the same at all agencies, including

SAFCS.

However, different

agencies regula.rly tallied different items.
2.

When specific data. was seen as desirable, a form for requesting

and recording that information was useful.

This permitted consistent

collection and retrieval of data.

3. Forms that were

very easily read and understood, both at

intake and for ongoing recording were valuable in obtaining more
uniform data.,
4.

am

for ease in retrieving data when necessary.

A theoretical position viz a viz client services could be

reflected in forms and recording procedures used, be that position
behavioral, Transactional Analysis/Gestalt, or another approach.

5. Record-keeping·proced.ures as a component of evaluative
activity form a continuum from simple to complex.

6. A key person with interest in data gathering· and an under-

l
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starning about its potential role in evaluation, ma.de a difference
1n the quality and quantity of data gathered and the resultant product

of useful information.

7. Development of a broad-based data gatheriiig procedure was
an evolutionary process.

Implementation of too much at once could

precipitate staff resistance.
Litera. ture Search

While the above conclusions were ma.de from informally-gathered
informa.tion, subsequent literature review supported the applicability
of these conclusions to evaluative activity.

This latter information

lead to an understanding of the integral relationship that exists
between the elements of evaluation.

Key to this project was the

function of record-keeping in management information system and the
specific role tha.t this system plays in program evaluation.

A

definitional overview of those key elements follows.

A well-prepared client file is not limited to a. collection of
demographic data, rather it represents the care provided to the client
and responses to this care -- this feature of record-keeping delineates

and confirms its fundamental place in evaluative activity.

It is no

longer expected that the therapist will depend upon memory to retain
important details about clients.

Now the client file serves as an

information bank available for many uses from quality assurance to
examination of the course of therapy (Weed).
All staff benefit from accurate and well designed record-keeping.
The secretary is saved expensive time: she would spend retrieving details

for demographic reports.

The thera.pist, by recording more comprehensive

-

.................................... .................................................................._,.........................................
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initial information that certainly, with passage of time wal.4 be dulled
a.nd reduced in specificity, will have dependable data.

The client sh.a.res

in this benefit a.long with the therapist because this sa.me data can
be used by both to appraise the client's progress in therapy (Grant, 1970).
Good information permits the supervisor to better respond to shifts in
caseloads.

The assignments can be based not merely upon number of

clients but ·aiso the level of problem difficulty. Administrators
can have available data which they can process with more assurance with
regards to its reliability; and they can with grea.ter ease retrieve
more detail a.bout clients without ta.king steps which would disrupt ongoing activity and wastefully consume time.

For instance, a funding

organization requests at the time of the annual report the number of
clients served. who were in crises.

To collect this information from

inadequately prepared records would prove impossible.

The next step as

an alternative to using the record would be disruptive in that the
administrator would need individual reports from therapists.

They, in

response to such a request, must stop seeing clients while,reviewing all
the clients they served in the pa.st year.

With data. gathered in areas

staff find most useful all staff can use the data. to assist their level
of decision ma.king.
The MIS, which is built upon agency record-keeping, permits
a view of what is being done by the agency, assesses the relevance of
the agency's actions to the community and clients' mental health needs,
and determines the extent that the agency is attaining the goals it
set for itself.

The MIS draws this picture by accepting, processing,

storing, and presenting three types of information..

For the authors'

purposes, the three information categories were conceived of in the
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following manners
lo

Environmental Informations

population and assess their needs.
resourceso

serves to describe the client
This assessment ma.y·_include their

Such information includes the client's age, residence and

other demographic informationo

2.

Internal Informations

serves first to describe frequency and

duration of contact between agency staff am clients.

In addition, an

attempt is ma.de to describe the nature of the contact along dimensions
other than frequency and time.

Examples of this type of information are

descriptions of the number, type, and severity of a client's problem,
while specifying the approach used with this client and their response
to this mode of intervention.

Statements of imp5.ct upon the client can

be developed from this type of information. Such statements are referred
to as outcome evaluation.
Other sources of information important to making decisions about
an agency's effectiveness area :...records containing financial information,
staff time sheets, and agency contracts for service.

In summary, much

of this information is readily available ani usually gathered continuously.
To be of value for evaluation the information must be gathered. under

I
I
I

'

uniform guidelines.

'.3· External Informationa serves to reflect the output of an
agency's program.

Frequently, questionnaires, surveys, and comparative

studies provide this category of information.

The opinion survey

initially proposed to the project is an example of this approach.

The

product cf these techniques is open to interpretation because they.are
lased upon statistical inferences.

In contrast to. the two previous

categories of information, external information is not routinely collected
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a.nd for this reason places unnecessary demand on agency resources.

The

most important point to make is that these approaches cannot be developed,
nor used effectively, without a firmly established MIS of categories one
and two {f1annio, 1978).

A usable MIS vitally expands am facilitates the work of program
evaluation. MIS is a fundamental precondition to effective program
evaluation. However, program evaluation is not bounded by MIS •••
MIS is not program evaluation, program evaluation is not MIS

(Hagedorn, 1976, P• 73).
Definitions of program evaluation vary according to the perspective
of the author.

Suchllan suggests tha.t evaluation is a very scientific

activity which tests the significance of knowledge (Suchma.n, 1967),while
Stufflebeam rela.tes evaluation to decision ma.king (Stufflebeam, 1973).
Patton in Utilization Focused Evaluation advocates for flexible, useful
program evaluation (Patton, 1978).

However, to the authors, the clearest

and most logical definition of program evaluation is as followsa
PrograJt evaluation is a syetema.tic set of data collection and
analysis activities undertaken to determine the· value of a program
to aid management, program planning, sta.:rf training, public
accountability and promotion. Evaluation activities make reasonable
judgments possible about the efforts, effectiveness, adequacy,
efficiency, and comparative value of progra.m . . options (Hagedorn,

1976).

CHAPTER IV
PRES Em'ING

While acquiring this informa.tion,

r~lar

feedback had been given

to the executive director and the program director. At the conclusion
of this phase of the project the

tas~

was to organize all the information

acquired to present to the entire staff of SAFCS.
to serve two purposesa

This presentation wa.s

the primary p.trpose was to decide about

changes to be made, and the secondary purpose was to begin to educate
the sta.ff about the general concept of program evaluation.
A continuum of possible choices (see Figure

5) was designed. as a

way of visualizing am graphically presenting information.

The range of

this continuum began at a point just beyond the level of evaluative
activity employed at SAFCS, to a point relatively distant, when viewing
the number of changes required. to reach it.

The items on the continuum

were a

1. Change in the physical organization of the files without
addition of new data - this indicated such things as attachment of the
face sheet to one side of the file, and placement of progress notes on a
sepa.ra.te attached sheet.
2. Additional use of data already collected - this stage refers
to activity such as tabulation and summary of existing data.

3. Addition of treatment mode, e.g., individual, group, to the
records.

?3
Figure 5•

Developmental continuUJt of record-keeping changes

Change in physical organization of files without the addition
of new data.

Additional uses of data already collected

Addition of treatment mode to records, e.g., individual,
group

Change in application form for readability, ard ease of gathering
information

Collection of additional organized informa.tion, e.g., sheet with
assessment of strengths, weakness, am problem

Regular recording

Individual contracting

Terminal objective for ea.ch client

Follow-up on terminal objective on regular basis

Use of behavioral language

Goal-oriented evaluation procedure
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4.

Change in intake form to one which could be more easily read -

inc~di

ng qualities which had been correlated with readability - e.g.,

one question per line, large type, simple language, space to write
(Knox, 1952, P• 108).
·'

5. Collection of additional information, e.g., client strengths,
goals of treatment - to indicate a possibility of moving to process
and outcome evaluation.

6. Regular recording - this refers to recording a.t agreed upon
intervals of time the clients' response to treatment.

?. Individual treatment contracts with clients - this denotes
recoming the agreement between client and therapist.

89

Terminal objectives with ea.ch client - with statements of this

nature recorded in the client file both client a.nd therapist will find
it possible to refer to this objective to reach a conclusion about what
they accomplished.

9. Regular follow-up on terminal objectives - this indicates
agreement upon a process

am

timing for follow-up on objectives.

10. Use of behavioral language in clients' records - this
point upon the continuwa is far from the simpler more feasible changes
because it requiires a fundamental change in attitude and approach to
practice by SAFCS. Use of such language pernlits the ability to look for
measu:rable categories exclusive of diagnostic labels in use at SAFCS,

and permits the reader to understand what has happened regardless of

language commonly::used in his/her conceptual framework.
11. Goal-oriented. evaluation procedure - this option imicates
what was conceived of as a possible end-point for record-keeping
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change (Hardison, Shank, 19??).
The choices did not represent solutions, but a means to

visualize alli discuss alternatives; an aid to ma.king a decision about
what changes to make; a.nd a commitment to what the staff saw as
good choices for themselves and the agency at that time.

The assumptions

the authors made in creating this list were a
1.

that it was best for staff to make a commitment to what

they realistically felt they could do.
2.
larger

that any choices for change should be seen as iart of a.

picture and decided upon with tha.t in mind.

3. that each alternative indeperxlently and/or in conjunction with
any

of the others could be a positive change in that direction

suggested by the director in the initial request.

4. that most alternatives were open-ended enough to accommodate
being approached in a variety of ways.
The commitment to these assumptions was a reflection of the belief
that the authors' task was one of supporting agency staff and of building
from where they a.lrea.dy were.
Some further consideration in preparing for the presentation
included an assessment of how the staff members individually might
respond to the inputs how a decision would be reached.1 what method of
p:c·epuation would facilitate the desired type of involvement.
In considering the staff members individually, it seemed possible
that there might be performance concerns about implementations 0£ something new; that there might be theoretical disagreement a.bout potential

changes1 that staff of less status might feel less free to give their
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ideas a.nd opinions.

On the other hand, it also seemed possible that

potential. changes could be seen as interesting or desirable by
individual staff members (Zandu, 1961, PP•

543-548).

In considering how the decision would be ma.de, JaSt experience
with this staff offered no reliable data..

In considering how to prepe.re for the presentation to increase
the likelihood of staff involvement and reach consensus on the
decision, the following techniques were employed.a
1.

schedule the presentation meeting at a time when all staff

could be present•
2~

inform them ahead of time, asking them to reserve that time,

and stressing the desire for their involvement.
).

provide all staff with an agenda a.rxi information about the

choices ahead of time in order for them to become familiar with them
and think about them.

· 4.

put items which would be discussed. during the meeting on

paper to be wall-mounted, thereby lessening the ownership of those
ideas.

5. put input from staff on wall-mounted pa.per, thereby
recognizing and affirming inpu.t.

6. solicit input from those persons who were not offering it.
? • listen for and help people spea.k alxn t their concerns.

a.

be sensitive to timing, listening for whether people were

prepared to make a decision, or whether they needed time to think about
the choices, or whether they needed more 1nformtion.
With this in mind the presentation to the staff was begun.
Staff members spoke readily, sharing their opinions and ideas.

The items
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on the continuum were discussed. A distinction between a one-time process

(such as an opinion survey), and an on-going process (such as
an evaluation procedure) became a long-range focus, and a decision issue.

The meeting concluded with staff asking for more informa.tion about
benefits and

pro~lems

in three major areas of effort - changes in re-

cording procedures, an opinion survey, or an evaluationr and for_a

we.ek's time to process the input.
The i;equested informa.tion was provided to the staff.

The

format was a one-page outline designed to keep the focus basic, and
to highlight

of the areas.

som~

of the more couonly recognized issues in each

The information given was a reflection both of writing

in the field and a pragmatic assessment of impact on this particular
agency.

The outline presented to the staff for purpose of this

writing is titled MBenefits and Problems of Options for Evaluative
Activity", and is presented in Figure 6.
One week after the original presenta.tion 1 staff reassembled.
Discussion and clarification of all options continued.

The staff

gradually moved to a consensus affirmation of a long range end point
of some form of client survey or evaluation.

With that as reference

point, ±.hey supported as a starting point, changes in the record.keeping as it existed at that time.
the application form.

The most appropriate target was

The staff supported designing a. new, more

readable intake fol'!lll which would be checked for completeness, thus
assuring a uniform pool of demographic information.
supported the implementation of a client assessment

Further they

am

pmgress

sheet which would be the beginning of a. data. base on treatment process.
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Figure 6.

I.

Benefits arrl Problems of Options for Evaluative Activity

Changes in Record-keeping System
A. Benefits
1. Saving of time spent retrieving in format ion
2. Elimination of unnecessary information
3. Clarity of forms would encourage response
4. Consistency in available information would be encouraged
s. Implementation of further systems would be eased
B. Problems
1. Expense of printing ay new forms
2. Necessity of changing habits to incorporate new procedures
3. Any new information gathered would require time
4. Potential disagreement about information seen as necessary,
or desirable to gather

II. Opinion Survey
A. Benefits
1.
2.

A means of reporting that services have been assessed
Gains information about client satisfaction

3. Information can be useful for management decisions
4. Chang~ in recording procedures is not required
B. Problems
1. Because it.1 s subjective, its credibility is questionable
2. May encounter client resistance
3. May interrupt usual procedures
4. If it is to be ongoing, will require staff time

III-.

Evaluation Procedure

A. Benefits

Administratively
a. Useful itlfonnation for program planning
b. Useful information for grant and proposal writing
c. Clarifies actual service provided
2. Therapist-Client
·
-· Provides positive treatment focus
b. Makes assessment of termination more clear
c. Provides means to assess treatment effectiveness
d. Gives information to improve effectiveness
Problems
·.
1. Time spent in decision making regarding the process
2. Time spent in training staff for consistency
3. Time spent in record-keeping
4. If behavioral language is used, dilemma about the "feeling"
aspect of treatment
5. May create insecurity or performance anxiety

1.

B.
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The staff volunteered interest in reviewing -potential forms and
giving feedback,
began.

From that point· on, initiation of th_e design· pha.se

I

I

I
1

CHAPTER V

DESIGN, IMPLEMENTATION, AND FOLLOW-UP

Thus the decision was ma.de.

Preparation for implementation

involved designing the new forms, and submitting them for .practical
testing by staff.

This process occurred. through informal brain-

storming and feedback sessions with all, or portions, of the staff,

and also reflected relemnt reading, and examination of forms in use
at other agencies.

Upon completing the designing, the agreed upon

forms were implemented, and the focus of responsibility for their
continued use shifted primarily to the agency.

Follow-up did occur,

as did consultation with the staff about the results. At that point,
total transition of responsibility occurred..
Designing
The design requirements of the new face sheet were that it be
easily completed, readable, contain basically the same information
as the previous form., and not exceed one page in length.

The format

presented was modeled after the face sheet at Elaha.n Mental Health
Center.
A quick adaptation was made from that fora in order to show
staff what a. change might look like.

The format was reworked. by

both clerical a.nd clinical staff, in conjunction with the authors,
and on their own. Attention was focused on necessary information,
and pl.a.cement on the page.
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Several different a.rea.s of' concern were addressed..

Questions

were tried. in a. variety of arrangements in order to come up with
a logical now•
gether.

Questions a.bout similar ma.tters were located to-

For instance, information a.bout income

wa,s.

placed at

th~

bottom of the page, with space for the fee to be written just below

it.

This was done because the income figure was used in determining

the fee.

In questions with a range of answers, those categories used

on the CLI form were included for ease in transfer of infonna.tion.
New information was also included..

The previous form had not

asked for work or school hours, or whether a phone call to the client's
home or work was appropriate. Knowing this information was seen as
important.

Sources of' income also had not been previously gathered.

However, it was becoming important to funding soµrces, and, so, was
included. Additionally, questions about people living in the home,
&nd

ref erra.l source were presented more clearly than they hcd been.
Finally, two procedural additions were made.

The first wa.s to

state on the face sheet the agency policy regarding confidentiality of
client information.

This was done for two reasons.

First, to make

that policy clearly known to the client; and second, to make known
the agency's accountability to its own policy.

The other change was to

require a separate face sheet for each person seen, whether as an
individual or as a member of a family.

This was done in order to

insure that the same demographic data was availa.ble on all persons '
served by the agency, whether adult or child.

these modifications, the

autho~

In dealing with all of

were careful to a.tteni to those

features which could make the new form easily readablea

large,
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readable type; clearly and simply stated questions; one question area.
per line; and ample space in which to write.

The o:ll.y question about the final format was a concern that
adhering to a left hand -.rgin start for each question area. would
result in wasted Sp:Lce. However, staff quickly supported the improved
appea.mnce that resulted from setting the form up in a new way,
and the issue ended there.

The receptionist reported, after a week's trial, that the form
was being well accepted by clients.

By July 1, the staff had given final

approval to the new face sheet design, and it was ready to be implemented.
That design is displayed in reduced form in Figure ? •

Though more complex in pm:pose,

am

a greater dePJ.rture from the

previous recording system, the intake/plan form was also the source
of much interest by staff during the design phase. This form was to
function as a replacement for the lower portion of the previous
application form, and was to provide unifon coverage of specific
areas of the assessment and treatment process.

The format proposed was adapted, primarily, from one in use at
Yamhill County Mental Health
form werea

Center~

The suggested categories on that

presenting problemsi client background informa.tion1 client

strengthss client weaknesses; client goa.ls and expectations; therapist's

assessment; therapist's plan• In discussion, clinical staff indicated
that :many of the suggestions made for inclusion from the Yamhill form
were areas that they were already concentrating on, but not recording.
Their couents confirmed the utility of these categories.
"weakness" did draw uneasy feelings from staff.

The wom

Much discussion cen-
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Figure 7.

Face Sheet (reduction)

PLEASE FILL OUT ONE OF THESE FORMS FOR EACH PERSON WHO WILL BE A CLIENT.
•

The information entered on this form will be treated confidentially and
will not be released to unauthorized parties.
Have you been to Family Counseling Service before? No 0 Yes 0 When _ _ _ _ _..__

•

Today's d a t e - - - - - - - - - - - - -

•

Hane phone

•• Address
Name------------------Don't call D

Zip - - - - -

Work phone

Don't call

0

•

Work or school hours - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Age
Birthdate
I
I
I
f'brith T bay T year I
• Sex: Male 0
Fenale D

•

• Education

-cEri
__t_e_r_fi_i_gtie_s'"'"'t_gr_aa_e_canp--1-e-ted
__)_ _ _ _ _ __

•

Are you now in a school or training program_ ' W h e r e - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

•

Occupation

•

Ethnic backgy;ound

•

Marital Status:

•

How did you find out about our s e r v i c e ? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Place of work - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

----------...-.._..-_.......,..~~---------------(Aiii. Indian, ASian, BiaCK, Spam.Sn Hen tage' cauc. , Etc. )

Single

0

Married

D

Divorced

0

Sepat'ated

{newspaper, phone
• Please list the people currently living in your hcma:
Relation

··--

.

-·

0

0

Other _ _

bOOk, friend, relative, doctor, etc.
School or

---

---

Wicbved

-

----

____ .. ____

-- ··----

·I

-

I

!
• Check off all sources of incane:

Jobs

0

Social Security

0

Public Assistance

D

-

Retirement 0 Unanploynait Canp. 0 Child Support 0 Other - - - - - - - - - - • Family's total m::mthly incane before d e d u c t i o n s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • How many persons does this s u p p o r t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Fee

Therapist's name

----~------------...-.----------------
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I

I

I

tered around the content the category was seeking, and while there

I

was unanimity a.bout tha importance of recording that, there was not

I

agreement about what to title it.
was "areas of concern".

I
I
I

was ma.de.

"Problem areas" was suggested, a.s

Finally, the decision to leave it as stated

With reference to the previous category asking for "strengths",

the thinking expressed, wa.s that, as a pair, they were acceptable.
1 tion to the Yamhill categories, others were suggested.

I

ta.ff wanted "physician'' ani "medication" to be included.

e of a client transfer within the agency, this information
.ssed on verbally. Sta.ff felt that recording it provided
nee that 1t would be known when needed.

The mode of

whether individual, couple, family, or group was also new.
Finally, lwhen asked how they wished to be known on the form, whether

worker, cqunselor or therapist, they unanimously responded, "therapist".
The !agreed upon format went into a period of trial usage and the
positive.
for

uniqu~ness

The categories were open-emed enough to allow

in therapist style.

The time required to complete the

ccept.able. The prime issue which emerged was definitional,
pists a.Sking one another a.bout the content they designated for
OrJ~

A problem emerged with regard to the category asking
The clinical staff admitted to being unused to

that content, and feeling, at first, that they were

*ew perspective on
The l:f'orm as it exists

seeing a

clients.
today (a. reduced copy is presented in

Figure 8)iwas decided upon by a process of' research, discussion, and
experimentation.

The categories have been given some uniformity through
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Figure 8.

Intake and Plan (reduction)

L.'IT.AKE AND PLAN

CLIENr'S NAME

DATE OF INTAKE
PRESENTING

THERAPIST'S NAME
I

Ho

PROBLE.~

7

----------~~~

I

aay ' year

CLIENT BACKGROUND INFORMATION:

CLIENT STRENGTHS:

CLIENT WEAKNESSES:

CLIENT GOALS & EXPECTATIONS:

THERAPIST"S ASSESSMENT

THERAPIST"S PLAl.'l (include contracts)

MODE
OF THERAPY __
Group____________
Famil¥
Indiv1~au-a-1---------Couple
_____________
Other______________
Medication

Physician

--------------------------

)6

use

am

f eedba.ck.

The therapist begins completing the form with a. statement of the

problem from the viewpoint of the therapist ani client, i.nd includes
a. brief' assessment of the client's situation.

Historical info:rmation

pertinent to the present problem would generally include pa.st features
of the client's experience which have the greatest impact upon the
current situation. The resources the client has within himself or
herself, a.rd within their current life situation, are listed a.s

strengths that
Particula.r

may be employed by the client in ma.king a change.

areas of concern are listed a.s weaknesses, In keeping

with

the orientation of the agency, a statement is ma.de about what the
client wants and expects to gain from therapy,

The therapist follows

tl'at with his or her assessment of the situation•

The therapist's

plan is a. fornmla.tion of the treatment that will occur, with attention
paid to the ol'.'der in which 1t may proceed,

Whether the client is

takiJJg any mood-altering medication is indicated, as well as the

prescribing physician, Finally, the therapist indicates the mode aI

treatment; Having done that, the form is completed,
IMPLEMENTATION

Once the design phase was over,. the forms had been tested,
feedback bad been given, and incorporated, the actual iaplenantation
occurred, July 1 was the target da.te because it began th.e new fiscal
year, a.Dd seemed a pa.rticula.rly appropriate time to introduce a
means to begin to modify the availabl.e data.

For the new face sheet, implementation happened in two ways.
First, all clients new to the agency after July 1 filled out the new
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form~

Second, all on-going clients who had begun prior to July 1 were

asked to fill out a new face sheet.

The result of the· process would

be to have current face sheets on all current clients.
The intake/plan form was instituted with new clients in the same
manner~

With on-going clients its implementation was problematical.

Whereas demogmphic data. could be recounted from a prior time, or
given as it existed at that moment, treatment data posed a peculiar
probleJae

To ask therapists to write up a plan a.s they recalled tbe

initial contact was questionable.

To create a new intake/pla.n for

an on-going client was a possibility.

However, because they had been

in treatment for va.ryi:Dg lengths of time, the data generated would be
questionable. Staff talked and thought about this dilemma, finally
deciding to have intake/plan forms only for clients new to the agency
after July 1.
The design

am

implementation was a step by step process which

involved. many discussions with staff, trial proposals, feedback, and,
)

finally resulted in the creation and implementation of forms which
the staff felt pleased withe
Follow-up
The process of monitoring the implementation was carried out
by two reviews of client files, a.nd by infona.l contact with the staff

during the remainder of the calendar year.
The findings of the first review on the files· of clients new since
July 1, was in marked contl:a.st to the fimi.ngs of the November,1977

review of the files.

The new examination indicated that face sheets

were being filled out completely.

~------

Therapists were now recording in
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a.llple, legible form, a.nd providing detail about their client's
circumstances~

All categories of the intake/plan form were uniformly

completed, with occasional exceptions of the section 1M.1cat1ng
physician's name and medication.
Therapists' reactiom were positive in nature about the new form.

The receptionist stated that with the ne\.r face sheet, clients approached
her only rarely with questions, am that information was easier to
retrieve.

It was the hope of the authors that within two months of implementation, or September 1, there would be a significant enough number of

forms utilized to evaluate their usefulness.

The time of implementation

coincided with a decline in clients requesting service, arxl a drop in
hours of

clien~

service given due to a smaller staff.

The result was

the necessity for a. longer period of follow-up involvement.

The first

review was comucted at the end of September. At this time there had
been twelve new clients.

During the final tally of client files in December, a further
difficulty arose.

This time files of all clients were surveyed.

Forty percent were found to be lacking both a new face sheet and ari.
intake/plan.

When clinical staff' were questioned ~bout these cases

they explained that the clients had not been to the agency since before July 1, but no action had been ta.ken on their files.

This pointed

out a lack of agreement among clinical staff about definitions of
open cases and terminations, and the lack of a policy about regularly
purging files.

This was pointed out to them, with the information

that it would affect their data base, and left to them for resolution.
When only the cases that were "open" were considered in the December
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review, the utilization results were positive.

Thus, the difficulties

which arose were not of sufficient magnitude to counter what has
been a positive step for the staff of SAFCS in implementing change in
their record-keeping system.

Primarily, they pointed out that the

nature of change involves continual working out of_~problem areas
as they emerge.

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION'

The improvement of a record-keeping system to provide more
easily am uniformly available data., and, in the future, to support
the performance of process and outcome evaluation was the project's
objective.

This was accomplished, and its achievement will be discussed.

Within this formal objective there are two broad factors
which, in retrospect, were germane to its attainment.

The first is

the role chosen by the authors in relationship to agency staff.

The

second is the parameters established by the authors for a record-keeping
system.
The evaluator/consultant role assumed by the authors called for
soliciting agency needs, researching options, facilitating staff
input, feedback, and decision-ma.king, while leaving the major responsibllity for implementation and utilization to the agency.

By

this process, the staff was able to have available for their consideration information which was particularly suited to their needs.

They·

were able to consider it in light of their unique situation, am able
to invest in the decision ma.de, since they would be its implementors.:
The second factor clearly relates to form utilization.

In re-

searching a.lterna.tive models and in designing the implemented model,
parameters were specified which provided guidelines.

Information

gathered needed to be easily retrivable, utilized. by staff and/or

.;:,r:
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funding sources, and kept to a minimum.

The amount of staff time

required to collect information was a concern.
The attainment of the objective, the improvement of a record.keeping system, was facilitated by the actualized evaluator/consultant
role.

The concreteness of the finalized task allowed the authors to

define boundaries for cost, time, and needs, and then proceed with
a minimum of distractions. The authors .. primary 11easurement of success
has been the agency's utilization of the improvements.
Since evaluation is a. relatively new concept to social services,
small private agencies are often just beginning to address the issue.
Record-keeping is the basis for this concept a.rd a necessary preliminary step•

The authors have assisted Salem Area. Family Counseling

Service in beginning to recognize the neeessity for a comprehensive
system by implementing this initial step.
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